MANY INSTRUMENTS IN OBSERVATORY

Two Persons Enthusiastic Offered by Local Observatory—Visitors Welcomed

How many students in the university know the location of the Astronomical Observatory, or even that it exists? Professor Drugg and Professor Atwood realize that the little building in the west of the east building contains many instruments similar to those found in famous observatories of the world, one on a smaller scale. It is true, but exhibiting the principles, and in a practical working form.

Chief among those of course, is the equatorial telescope, used for the general observations. Sloan through it, Jupiter, the very bright star directly south in the evening sky, was observed on the magnitude of 2.2. It is curious to find the great names so often engaged in the same work, and it is yet more remarkable to find them in such a place.

The four bright stars are so big that the navigator can find them on his journey, and they can change their places from the pole to the middle of the world.

The stars are used for navigation and intelligent thought, and it is by their help that men have been able to change their places from the pole to the middle of the groves and urban surfaces.

The chief in question has the same number of those who compose him on his journey, and the others under the arc lights with the provides for a

FARIS

Able Aiders, who bolded the great work from week to week on his more extensive and less frequent journeys. It was then given the ball again and company him on his journey are the historical development of the

TUSIJE GOES THROUGH THE YEAR

Details of the $10,000 bequest of Judge Dillon will be announced on Page Four.
WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE OPENING OF THE HUGHES MUSIC STORE

"The Song Shop"

									

Juniors! Special Rates Before Getting Your Hawkeye Photos Call at the New Studio

Where you will meet Mr. Newberg

Who has made Hawkeye photos for the past six years.

"THE ONLY GIRL," by Rita Johnson Young, and all the hits featured by Julia Sanderson and Donald Brain in "The Girl from Utah."

Hughes Music Store

"The Song Shop"

I CAN'T MAKE ALL THE MEN'S CLOTHES MADE IN THIS TOWN, SO I JUST MAKE THE BEST OF THEM.

—Mike Malone

Tey all want the "Missouri!"—Read this

Hughes Music Store

Sir:—Would like a copy of the "Missouri Waltz," which I noticed by the Iowan you had for sale. Let me know price and will purchase immediately. During the five years I was at S. U. I. I know of no piece that was better liked and I have often wished that it was in "The Iowan." It is

Selections from "The Only Girl," Victor Herbert's latest; "Lady Luxury," by Bida Johnson Young, and all the hits featured by Julia Sanderson and Donald Brain in "The Girl from Utah."

"It's a Long Way to Tipperary," the famous British marching song and the newest dance music for the Castle, Gayacco, Latino Pads, and Pay Tore.

Hughes Music Store

"The Song Shop"

I CAN'T MAKE ALL THE MEN'S CLOTHES MADE IN THIS TOWN, SO I JUST MAKE THE BEST OF THEM.

—Mike Malone

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Dr. J. WARD
Dentist
Johnson County Banking Bldg.
Telephone 257

H. R. DONOVAN
Special Agent
State Fire Marshal, Des Moines
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DATE CHANGED TO MONDAY, NOV. 23

"Cast Upon The World"
Melodramas Supreme Burlesque A Play That Intoxicates Greater Than "EAST LYNNE"
Englert Theatre University Dramatic Club Seat Sale: Sat. Nov. 21, 9 A.M.
ENTIRE LOWER FLOOR 75 CENTS BALCONY 50 CENTS All Seats Reserved

"Specialties Between the Acts"

LADIES EXCLUSIVELY

THAT WILL BE THE TESTING PIECE FOR YOUR BUNNY-BOOMED ANSWER!" "LUSCOMBE"

LUSCOMBE

Is giving special rates to the Juniors for their photos for the Annual.
Come in at once or your Xmas photos of 9 Dubuque Street

What a Satisfaction to use the new India-Paper Edition of WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL

WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL

every one of the

SPECIALTY BOOKS.
The Alpha XI Delta girls will entertain at a dinner party at the chapter house this evening.

P. A. T.
Business is Good

Increasing business at our Shoe Repairing Shop has made it necessary to add to our repair staff. We know how to repair shoes. That's why. Bring your old shoes to our shop. We'll treat you right and your shoes too.

Washington Shoe Repairing Store
226 E. Wash. St.—On the way to Post Office